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Form B                        Mine clearance and rehabilitation programs

Article 13,
Paragraph 4 (b) “The high Contracting Parties shall provide reports to the Depositary (...) on (...):

(b) Mine clearance and rehabilitation programs

Remark:
High Contracting Parties: Georgia

Reporting for time period
From: 01/03/2016 to 01/03/2017

MINE CLEARANCE PROGRAMMES:

1. On March 11, 2016 the EOD team from the Engineer Brigade was sent to SIMONETI training range (in Kutaisi). The team found and destructed at the Vaziani military training range (polygon) below mentioned unexploded ordnance:
   - 82 mm mortar round 1 (one) piece.

2. On March 18, 2016 at the territory of the military unit in MUKHROVANI EOD-team found the following:
   - Teargas rounds - 40 (forty) pieces.

3. On April 15, 2016 at the territory of 4th mechanized Brigade the following types of unexploded ordnances were observed by the EOD team of Engineer Brigade:
   - 5 (five) pieces of antitank rusted shells;

4. In 2016 at the territory of 4th mechanized Brigade by the representatives of the military police department of MoD were found the following unexploded ordnance:
   - 25 mm „Bradley” Shell 1 (one) piece.

Mentioned 25 mm „Bradley” Shell 1 (one) piece was destructed at the VAZIANI military training range (polygon) by the EOD team of Engineer brigade.

5. During the multinational training „NOBLE PARTNER 2016” from April 28 to May 19 at the VAZIANI military training range (polygon) by the EOD team of Engineer brigade were found and destructed the following ordnance:
   - UBGL –inert for training 100 (one hundred) pieces.
   - UBGL (with explosives) 50 (fifty) pieces.
   - PG-7 M 19 (nineteen) pieces (broken).
   - PG-7 M 2 (two) pieces in combat condition.
- Hand grenade RGD-5 1 (one) piece.
- VOG-25 (in combat condition) 28 (twenty eight) pieces.
- VOG-17 (in combat condition) 1 (one) piece.
- 30 mm high explosive shell 1 (one) piece.
- Front side of 130 mm shell with TNT 1 (one) piece.
- Fuse of 57 mm shell 1 (one) piece.

6. In 2016 the canine platoon team of Engineer Brigade checked up multinational training „NOBLE PARTNER” cargo at the Port of Poti.

7. From 23 to 27 May, 2016 before the 10th Georgian defense and Security conference the canine platoon team of Engineer Brigade inspected conference halls of the hotel „Radisson Blue Iveria”

8. From June 20 to August 25 at the territory of former 31st battalion in Batumi were found following ordnance:
   - Hand grenade F-1 1 (one) piece.
   - Bmp round 1 (one) piece.

9. In 2016 at the training centre of the special operation forces of MUKHROVANI the EOD team of Engineer Brigade found and at the VAZIANI training range destructed different munitions..

10. On August 1, 2016 during the multinational training „Agile Spirit 2016” at the ORPHOLO military training range (polygon) the EOD team of Engineer brigade found and destructed following ordnance:
    - 152 mm artillery shell 5 (five) pieces.
    - 120 mm mortar shell 1 (one) piece.
    - 82 mm mortar shell 3 (three) pieces.
    - Antitank round SPG-9 12 (twelve) pieces.
    - Antitank round RPG-7 5 (five) pieces.
    - 30 mm BMP round 1 (one) piece.
    - Under-barrel mounted round 5 (five) pieces.
    - 73 mm shell (of foreign origin) 8 (eight) pieces.

11. In 2016 at the territory of Air Defense Brigade the EOD team of Engineer brigade found and destructed following ordnance:
    - Antipersonnel mine „ПМН-2” (inert/for training) 1 (one) piece.
    - Fuse MBII-62 1 (one) piece.
    - Directional mine MOH-100 (inert/for training) 1 (one) piece.
    - Smoke pot (inert/for training) 1 (one) piece.

12. In 2016 at the Medical battalion in SAGURAMO the EOD team of Engineer brigade found the following ordnance:
    - 240 mm mortar rounds (inert/for training) 2 (two) pieces.
    - 122 mm artillery shells (inert/for training) 3 (three) pieces.
    - 152 mm artillery shell (inert/for training) 1 (one) piece.
- 120 mm mortar shells (inert/for training) 4 (four) pieces.

Above mentioned training materials are kept at the base of Engineer Brigade for the training/exercises.

13. In 2016 at the training centre of the special operation forces of MUKHROVANI the EOD team of Engineer Brigade found and at the VAZIANI training range destructed different munitions.

14. Since January 22, 2015 mine clearing activities have been conducted at the former warehouse in SKRA.

15. Since May 16, 2016 mine clearing activities at the former military training range of GONIO in Batumi have been conducted.

**REHABILITATION PROGRAMMES:**

Development of prosthetic rehabilitation capabilities in Georgia is ongoing with US support and is considered to be fully operational during 2017.

**CONVENTION ON CERTAIN CONVENTIONAL WEAPON**